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ABSTRACT: 

The paper that follows is a business plan developed for Serplexus LLC, a startup web based 

company that matches skilled workers with those who need their services. The business plan was 

developed as a marketing tool to entice investor to fund the business. The paper explains the current 

problems it seeks to solve and the process through which it will solve them. It also encompasses research 

used to validate the concept and all of the processes through which the website would be developed and 

launched.  Next it describes competitors to the venture and analyzes the current process through which 

skilled workers and people who need their services meet. Finally, the business plan ends with a summary 

of pro forma financial statements and a funding proposal to investors. 
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR GROUP MEMBERS 

Daniel Zupnick – Finance Manager 

Over the course of the Entrepreneurship program I acted as the financial manager for the company. My 

role involved creating pro forma financial statements, projecting revenues and expenses for five years 

from inception. The financial position also required the development of a year five firm valuation and a 

funding proposal. As part of the honors section in the program I attended weekly classes with the graduate 

students entailing a higher level of learning. Additionally I was required to develop an analysis of 

alternate value that Serplexus could create based on benchmark comparisons.  

Larissa Duran – General Manager 

 Responsible for team management and communications 

 Formatted and edited final submission of the business plan 

Kevin Akat – Marketing Manager 

 Responsible for Primary and Secondary Market Research 

 Created a research validation marketing plan 

 Developed marketing and sales portion of the business plan 

Tristan White – Operations Manager 

 Responsible for creating a mock-up for company website 

 Created  and explained expansion plan and business operations 
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Executive Summary 

In cities nationwide, 766,542 service providers in home repair, maintenance, and remodeling sit passively and wait for 

prospective customers to call them.  Serplexus is a website that will allow service providers to actively pursue customers by 

searching through job listings posted by customers in the area and submitting bids. Serplexus will attract consumers by 

providing consumers with a convenient way to hire a reputable service provider at a competitive price.  

The current process to find a service involves either looking through a phonebook, asking a friend, Google searching or 

checking online rating review sites such as Angie’s list. Each of the current alternatives previously mentioned offer some 

advantages. Asking friends for recommendations may serve as a quality assurance mechanism, but can be time consuming. 

Similarly, using a phonebook to call service providers may offer some level of search convenience, but obtaining quotes is not 

easy from a price discrimination standpoint. Thus, the problem lies in each method’s inability to allow for quality feedback 

mechanisms that ensures great service, search convenience and easy price discrimination. Serplexus’s competitive advantage 

will ensure that all 3 of these criteria are met.  

Serplexus’s initial target market for service seekers will consist of 25-54 year suburban owners. Our research indicates that the 

greatest differences in consumer expenditures relative to those offered on the Serplexus website lie between homeowners and 

non-homeowners. Homeowners spend more than 200% annually on service expenditures applicable to the Serplexus Website 

as compared to non-homeowners. Also, Serplexus will target local small businesses that provide services in blue-collar 

industries to start. In due course, Serplexus plans to expand our service breadth to encompass almost all types of services.  

Serplexus will generate revenue by charging each business a nominal monthly fee for unlimited use of the service. This will 

serve as a competitive advantage because current competitors such as RedBeacon charge a percentage of earnings for each 

transaction which in most cases turns out to be far more expensive for the service providers than our monthly fee. 

Serplexus has a capable, dedicated management team. Larissa Duran is the General Manager, Tristan White oversees 

operations, Daniel Zupnick is the Financial Manager, and Kevin Akat will direct marketing.  Larissa, Tristan, and Daniel all 

have experience within the financial sector, and Kevin has started a tutoring business. Serplexus has an experienced Board of 

Advisors that have specialized knowledge in home improvement or maintenance and sales.   

By effectively matching service seekers and service providers, Serplexus anticipates EBITDA of $7.87 M in year five. 

Serplexus has a pre-money value of $6 M, and we are seeking $2.5M in investment.  

Tristan White, tristan@serplexus.com (623) 670-0385  
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THE PROBLEM/OPPORTUNITY 

The current search seeking process is inefficient for both those who need services performed (“Service 

Seekers”) and for the small businesses who can provide them (“Service Providers”). There is not an 

effective way for consumers to locate service providers and assess the quality and prices charged by local 

service providers. Furthermore, businesses are looking for new ways to reach their customers. Traditional 

advertising mediums (indirect competitors) are declining. They are extremely costly and the ROI on 

traditional ads for small businesses is decreasing.  Small businesses are decreasing their expenditures on 

traditional advertising mediums in supplement for less costly and more effective ways to reach their 

customers. 

 

SERPLEXUS: THE SERVICE SOLUTION 

Serplexus is a website that will allow service providers to actively pursue customers by searching through 

job listings posted by customers in the area. The service providers will be able to bid on these posted jobs. 

Once job bids are submitted, the service seeker will be able to choose which provider they want based on 

the initial price quote and past customer feedback.  

INDUSTRY 

The growing acceptance of peer to peer commerce along with the increasing price consciousness of 

consumers creates an environment that is conducive for the launch of Serplexus. A survey conducted by 

ROI Research, Inc, indicated that 72% of the consumers surveyed actively search online to find better 

deals and 44% of all survey respondents reported using online comparison sites to easily compare prices 

prior to making purchasing decisions (Schmitt, K).  A survey conducted in January 2009 by Trendwatch, 

70% of all survey respondents reported to regularly use product/service reviews and customer ratings as 

their primary tool for making product/service purchasing decisions (Schmitt, K). Serplexus will enhance 

quality control by providing feedback ratings. The industry’s biggest problem is finding the right business 

model. It is a rat-race for start-ups to capitalize on an industry full of flawed business models. With the 

data supported above, Serplexus will integrate detailed feedback for each service provider on the website 

along with mechanisms that will make it easy for consumers to price discriminate among different bids.  
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TARGET MARKET 

Serplexus’s primary target market will be local small businesses that operate in household related 

services and repair. Some examples of these industries include plumbing, heating, household remodeling, 

painting and carpentry. There are over 750,000 household related service and repair businesses 

nationwide. There are several key characteristics about small businesses that make them a very profitable 

target market. 

Small Businesses are willing to pay to reach new customers:  Small businesses pay anywhere 

between $5,000 and $50,000 annually for a half-page ad in the Yellow pages (Wall Street Journal). Also, 

the Serplexus management team conducted depth interviews to gain some additional insight into the 

wants and needs of small businesses. After having spoken with an experienced blue-collar worker, we 

found that there are lead-based referral groups budding across the Tucson area. These groups consist of 

all types of professional contractors and small businesses. More importantly, members of these lead-based 

referral groups are paying $400 per year annually for membership alone. Serplexus will charge between 

$30 and $50 per month for its services. 

Small businesses are looking for new marketing mediums: In addition to the emergence of lead-

based referral groups, further secondary marketing research indicates a need for more cost-effective 

marketing mediums. According to a survey conducted by Spot Runner, a reputable advertising agency 

that specializes in research on small businesses, over 60% of 500 survey respondents claim to use the 

Yellow Pages as one of their primary forms of advertising (2006, Mar 28).  However, it was also claimed 

that it’s the first form of advertisement they’d cut on their marketing budget in substitution for a newer, 

more effective medium to reach customers. Thus, the thousands of dollars that most small businesses 

spend on the Yellow Pages alone are opportunity dollars for a newer, more effective marketing medium 

such as Serplexus. 

COMPETITVE ENVIRONMENT 

Main Competitors:  Industry-leader, Service Magic and the growing start-up, Red-Beacon, both 

share similar characteristics that present Serplexus with problems and opportunities. Both competitors are 

owned and operated by a wide-array of industry experts who have millions of dollars in investment 

money.  However, Serplexus plans to capitalize on a pair of flawed business models. Many customers 
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have complained about Service Magic and how they sell lists of customer phone numbers to small-

businesses. Red Beacon charges a 10% fee per transaction fee to the service provider, which drives their 

profit margins down. Due to the transaction fee, small-businesses are incentivized to either raise their 

prices by 10% or forego the website completely.  

Indirect Competition: Costly alternatives such as the Yellow Pages are on the decline. Small-

businesses are willing to switch away from the Yellow Pages for a more cost-effective marketing 

medium. Websites such as Craig’s List lack a feedback mechanism to ensure service quality. Angie’s List 

is another competitor that charges $40 per year to the service seeker. Unlike Craig’s List, Angie’s List 

ensures quality, but does not allow for the end-consumer to price discriminate easily. Also, Angie’s List 

charges the service seeker who has less incentive to pay than the service provider, who likely looks at the 

charge as “just another marketing expense.”  

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

 

BARRIERS TO ENTRY 

It is typically difficult for service-oriented businesses to establish competitive advantages by setting up 

high barriers to entry; Serplexus intends to do just that. Most businesses in the industry feel that their 

competitive advantage lies in the fact that they are “internet” businesses and have a low cost of operation. 

Category  Serplexus  Service Magic  RedBeacon  Angie’s 
List  

YellowBook  

Revenue Model  Nominal monthly charge 
for unlimited access  

$99 enrollment fee +  
$5 - $55 per lead for 
chance at sale  

10% fee for 
each 
transaction 
completed  

Charge 
service 
seekers 
$40/year  

$10,000 - 
$500,000 in 
annual costs for 
half-page ad  

Customer can 
choose among 
multiple bids?  

Yes No Yes No No 

Quality Control 
Mechanism  

Both parties rated on 
multiple attributes. 
Unbiased since only the 
parties in contract may 
rate each other.  

The more service 
providers pay, the 
more phone numbers 
and e-mails they 
receive.   

Only Service 
provider is 
rated based on  

Only service 
provider is 
rated on  

Larger Ads = 
“Better Service”  
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Although this may be true, there is no differentiation among these e-businesses if they all plan to employ 

a cost-saving strategy. Where others lack, Serplexus plans to capitalize on that opportunity. Since other 

competitors are not spending as much on customer service, there is very little to no relationship built 

between the customers and the brand. Serplexus plans to differentiate itself by hiring a sales staff in each 

city it expands to in order to build and maintain relationships with local businesses that use our site. 

Serplexus intends to brand itself as not just a networking website, but as a small business tool.  

 

MARKETING STRATEGY 

Serplexus will employ an intensive sales-strategy to attract local business owners. Serplexus will increase 

small-business customer loyalty by building relationships centered on the customer’s business needs. The 

company plans to position itself as not just another marketing medium, but as a value-added small 

business tool.  

A localized, grassroots strategy will be used to attract service seekers. Since Serplexus helps all people 

and businesses, the company will position itself as “the helping-hand” of a community. The company 

aims to build consumer trust and loyalty by promoting a brand image centered around helping others and 

strong ethical standards.  
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MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS 

 Service Providers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Service Seekers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Local Labor Unions:  
By contacting local labor unions, sales staff can reach more 
businesses per sales call than cold‐calling businesses 1 by 1.  

Industry Trade Publications:  
The savvy business owner who is pro‐active enough to read up on how 
to expand his/her own business may also be more receptive to new 
marketing mediums. 

Keyword SEO and Industry Blogs:  
By reaching business‐owners who are internet‐savvy, there is a 
higher likelihood that they are interested in Serplexus. 

Outsourced Cold Calling: 
Since each business that signs up to with generates at least $30 per 
month, the average cost per lead would have to exceed $360 for cold‐
calling not to be worthwhile.   

Sponsor Community Events:  
One event planned already is to donate $50,000 to a local 
community and have their residents use that money towards 
paying a contractor (found through Serplexus) for household‐
related repair services. 

 Local Radio/TV Ads:  
For a relatively low cost per TV and radio ads (especially in the Phoenix 
area), TV and radio ads will reach a large number of our target 
audience. 

Word of Mouth Promotions:  

Homeowner’s Associations: 
Since homeowner associations have multiple owners per unit, they 
will be easier to target than individual households 

One Word‐of‐Mouth Promotion Serplexus has planned is to offer a 
$25,000 contest to be put towards home‐remodeling expenses. The 
person who refers the most “friends” to the Serplexus website will win 
the money to be put towards home‐remodeling and repair.  
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

Development Status and Tasks 

 

At this time, Serplexus is developing a website that will be used for beta testing. We are looking for 

funding so that Serplexus can improve the quality of the website; speed up the development, and to 

prepare the website for its full use. Below is a screenshot of what the homepage may look like. 

 

Product Improvement and New Products 

Initially Serplexus will offer its standard services which will aim to make searching for a service provider 

as simple as possible. In effort to expand our abilities, Serplexus will  look for additional opportunities 

that simplify the service seeking process, make it easier for service seekers to pay for services, and to help 

service providers manage payment processing such as ING and Intuit for taxes. As a network for service 

seekers and providers, Serplexus will offer complementary services like SEO help for service providers 

and providing them with helpful tips to increase sales. Additionally, Serplexus will offer information that 
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would help service seekers find better deals. As the site progresses, there is an opportunity to sell local 

industry-related data to small businesses. This could be done by selling industry analysis obtained via past 

Serplexus transactions. 

OPERATIONAL COSTS: 

Since Serplexus is a web-based business, the costs associated with operations are relatively low. Most 

costs will come from marketing, operating the website, and administrative tasks. Capital costs include: the 

website, domain, hosting and computers. The table below estimates costs through year one.  

 

Capital: Est. Cost for 1st year 

Website  $65000  

Domain  $400  

Hosting  $6000  

Computers  $10000  

 

Operating Expenses Est. Cost for 1st year 

Salaries and Wages $400,000  

Payroll Taxes  $35,000  

Employee Benefits  $45,000  

Depreciation  $4,000  

Total $484,000 

 

Website Maintenance and Development 

An outside company will be hired to develop the website and maintain it for the first year. Serplexus 

expects this expense to be $65,000. This will include the creation of the website within 3 months, testing, 
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maintenance and 24 hour support. After the first year, Serplexus will hire a team of developers to 

maintain the website.  Hosting will be held at Media Temple with a Dedicated Physical Virtual Server at 

roughly $750 a month.  

OPERATIONS  

 Service Seeking Process 

The operating cycle of Serplexus begins and ends with the service seeker. At the beginning, we have the 

consumer in need of a service provider. That service seeker will log onto Serplexus.com and begin filling 

out a questionnaire about the service they are looking for. Once they have completed the questionnaire, 

they will submit the request to our server. The service seeker can now continue their other tasks or events 

like going to work or dining with their family. 

Service Seeker’s Account Page 
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 Service providers can then log on 24 hours a day and browse potential job offers. When a service 

provider finds a service they wish to complete, they will initiate a conversation with the service seeker to 

obtain any additional details and to provide a bid. The service seeker can then look at the profiles, 

certifications, feedback and ratings past consumers gave to all the service providers that applied for that 

job. Once they determine which service provider they want they will invite the service provider to 

complete the job and provide their contact information to the service provider.  

Service Seeker’s Request 

Page  
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Employees 

At launch Serplexus will employ a sales team of 5 to 8 full time employees. These employees will be 

responsible for obtaining at least 400 service provider subscriptions within the first 6 months of launch. 

Serplexus will outsource customer support to a Phoenix based company which specializes in call center 

services for multiple companies. This will reduce cost and allow for 24 hour support for our customers. 

Serplexus expects to have 14 to 20 employees upon expansion into New York.  

Operational Plan 

For Serplexus to be successful at launch, it is critical to have a reasonable amount of service providers 

aware of and willing to use Serplexus.com. It is crucial to rapid growth that the first impressions that 

service seekers receive when they visit Serplexus is a good one. Service seekers will be disappointed if 

they visit Serplexus and discover there are not enough service providers to meet their demand. Once the 

company has created enough brand awareness it will be open to service providers and seekers throughout 

the country. 

Geographical Location 

Our initial start up location will be in Phoenix Arizona. Phoenix is optimal for our venture because 

services are required year round primarily because of the warm weather. In addition to the year round 

opportunity, Phoenix is 5th largest metropolitan area in the United States. 

In our third quarter, Serplexus will begin to expand into New York. After the completion of the third year 

we will be fully developed in 25 major cities across the nation like Los Angeles, Washington D.C. and 

Chicago.  Each major city will receive at least 6 months of concentrated sales. Sales teams will remain in 

each city until at least 5% of our market has signed up for Serplexus. We look to have 400 service 

providers signed up in Phoenix in the first 6 months and over 4500 providers in New York in our first six 

months there. It is important for Serplexus to grow at an expedited rate in order to create brand awareness, 

thus expansion to additional cities should adhere to the time line as close as possible. After our first eight 

cities reach 5% of the market Serplexus will shift its marketing to a broader view of a national effort and 
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will continue to have a minor focus on marketing in specifically targeted cities. Beginning in year four we 

will explore expanding internationally.  

Facilities and Improvements 

The company will be headquartered in Phoenix, AZ which will handle customer support and manage 

sales teams. Additionally Serplexus will have one temporary office in each major city to manage sales 

teams. Sales will be done through sales representatives in each city who will be overseen by the 

Marketing Manager. 

 

MANAGEMENT TEAM 

Organization and Legal Structure 

Serplexus will be created as a LLC. This will be the best method for us to choose as we begin. The major 

benefits associated with beginning as an LLC include tax benefits to investors, liability protection, and 

lower organization costs in comparison to a C-Corporation.  

Key Management Personnel and Background 

Serplexus will be run by a very qualified management team with an experienced board of advisers. The 

General Manager, Larissa Duran has gained valuable managerial experience while working at a small law 

firm in Las Cruces. She has also worked in the audit department for an accounting firm in Tucson. 

Operations Manager, Tristan White, has 4 years of experience working as a Team Specialist in the Fraud 

Detection department with Bank of America and as an Account Manager at Discover Card. As a Fraud 

Analyst, Tristan had the responsibility of verifying the legitimacy of transaction between as high as $100k 

in effort to reduce fraudulent activity against Bank of America.  Daniel Zupnick, the finance manager, has 

financial experience as the bookkeeper of a small nonprofit organization. Additionally, he has served as 

part of portfolio committee managing almost $1.5 million in client funds. Lastly, Kevin Akat, the team’s 

marketing manager has had significant experience writing marketing plans along with starting up his own 

tutoring business. His entrepreneurial and marketing related experiences will add valuable skills to the 

team.  
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Management Roles 

The general manager will primarily be responsible for ensuring that all processes and practices are 

working in a proper manner. The general manager will discuss with other managers to create goals and 

deadlines to when they should be expected to be reached. The marketing manager will work directly with 

the sales team to ensure optimum growth is achieved while monitoring, understanding and analyzing 

customer behavior. Additionally the marketing manager will communicate the market strategy and brand 

messages to the sales team and the customers. Operations manager will ensure the website is performing 

as it should and that it is easy for both service providers and service seekers to use. 

Supporting Professional Advisors and Services 

Serplexus has three Professional Advisors, Dr. Victor Piscitello, Sales and Marketing Expert, David 

Smith, CPA and Jeff Quinn, Independent Contractor. Dr. Piscitello is a Sales and Marketing Expert and 

studies the intricacies of creating a successful online sales and marketing campaign. David Smith has 

been successfully running his own ventures and working as a CPA for more than 30 years. Jeff Quinn has 

many resources in service related fields and has been an independent contractor for over 25 years. 

Entry and Growth Strategy 

 Launch of Serplexus will begin in Phoenix. Local service providers will be signed up for participation in 

the service three months prior to the launch of the Website. Targeted advertising campaigns will be 

launched to attract consumers to the site. After six months, assuming that a customer base has been 

established in Phoenix, operations will then expand to New York City. Three months following launch in 

New York City, operations in Los Angeles and Chicago will begin.  Expansion to cities was primarily 

determined by the population of the city since they have the greatest number of service providers. 

Serplexus will continue to expand to cities nationwide until year four, when international expansion will 

be considered. While the expansion strategy does not follow a more traditional regional pattern, Serplexus 

believes that it can be achieved given the large marketing budget. Serplexus will need to establish a 

barrier to entry by being the first mover, and gaining strong brand equity. Below the projected recruitment 

and launch dates for operations in large cities are depicted.  
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Development Plan 

City and Event  Duration  Start Date  End Date 

PHO: Recruit Service Providers  3 months  5/3/2010  7/23/2010 

PHO: Launch  6 months  7/23/2010  1/6/2011 

NYC: Recruit Service Providers  3 months  1/6/2011  3/30/2011 

NYC: Launch  3 months  3/31/2011  6/22/2011 

LA: Recruit Service Providers  3 months  6/22/2011  9/13/2011 

CHI: Recruit Service Providers  3 months  6/22/2011  9/13/2011 

LA: Launch  3 months  12/12/2011  3/2/2011 

CHI: Launch  3 months  12/12/2011  3/2/2011 

HOU: Recruit Service Providers  3 months  3/12/2012  6/1/2012 

PHL: Recruit Service Providers  3 months  3/13/2012  6/1/2012 

IND: Recruit Service Providers  3 months  3/14/2012  6/1/2012 

CLT: Recruit Service Providers  3 months  3/15/2012  6/1/2012 

After the final launch has ended, regional offices will be established to aid in expansion to smaller 
cities throughout the area 
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Business Model and Revenue 

Serplexus will generate revenue by charging service providers a monthly subscription fee of $30 for a 

basic package or $50 for a premium package with additional benefits such as more noticeable advertising, 

background checks, and information on similar job pricing in the area. Our primary research has shown 

that many service providers have joined referral groups for fees ranging from $350-$450 annually. 

Serplexus’s prices were created to be a competitive alternative to these referral groups. Furthermore the 

business model was chosen to server as a fixed cost for service providers, giving them more incentive to 

do transactions through Serplexus.  

The company’s major competitor Redbeacon charges a 10% transaction fee on all services provided 

through the website. However there are various problems with this business model because it incentivizes 

service providers to circumvent the website to avoid paying Redbeacon the transaction fee. Furthermore, 

service providers that are generating a small margin on the overall transaction, after paying for parts and 

supplies, will not be able to profit using Redbeacon without passing the cost along to the service seekers. 

If this cost is passed along to service seekers it essentially drives up the cost on all jobs to service seekers, 

which will reduce the amount of service seekers willing to use the website. On the other hand, by 

charging a monthly subscription fee service providers can view the fee as a fixed advertising cost and will 

not be able to circumvent the website and will have less incentive to pass along a 10% increase in costs to 

service seekers.  

Servicemagic was used as a benchmark to project revenues for Serplexus. In 2009 Servicemagic 

generated $117M in revenue. To be conservative, year 5 revenue of $74M was projected for Serplexus. In 

order to reach this level of revenue, Serplexus will need to serve approximately 200,000 service providers 

per month with about 10% paying the premium subscription. In order to reach this goal Serplexus plans to 

launch nationally during its fourth year in operation. Serplexus also plans to generate revenue through 

advertising and in the future through the sale of information such as average job prices. However, these 

revenue models were not included in the pro forma financial statements in order to offer conservative 

estimates 
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Costs and Expenses 

Since Serplexus is a web-based business the costs associated with revenue are relatively low, consisting 

of merchant fees and server costs. E-bay and Servicemagic were used as benchmark companies in 

projecting the costs and expenses for Serplexus. Based on the two benchmark companies Serplexus 

estimated a gross margin of 77%. The 23% Costs associated with revenue were estimated to be broken 

down into 2% merchant fees and 21% server costs. The total operating expenses were projected based on 

Servicemagic since it is the only publicly traded company that is similar in nature to Serplexus. 

Servicemagic generated operating margins of 10.2% and 22% in 2009 and 2008, respectively. Under the 

assumption that 2009 was not a normal year for Servicemagic, the projections for Serplexus were based 

on 2008. Again, a more conservative number was used projecting an 18% operating margin for Serplexus 

in year 5.  This increase in margins will be due mostly to the scalability of the venture.  The projected 

revenues in years 4 and 5 increase at a higher rate than the increase of sales and marketing expenses 

projected for those years. As the company grows, we will be able to better utilize our marketing dollars 

and thus improve our operating margins. 

 

Serplexus
Projected Income Statement (000'S) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
 
SALES
 Gross Sales 1,290      17,860     43,250     60,620     74,040     
 Cost of Sales 300         4,110      9,950      13,940     17,030     
GROSS MARGIN 1,000      13,750     33,300     46,680     57,010     
 
OPERATING EXPENSES
 Sales and Marketing 900         6,000      15,000     20,400     21,000     
 Product Development Expenses 240         360         2,340      3,600      7,260      
 General Administrative Expenses 600         2,820      7,980      8,640      9,600      
 Additional Operating Expenses 530         1,280      3,080      5,840      6,130      

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 2,280      10,450     28,390     38,490     43,990     

OPERATING INCOME (LOSS) (1,280)     3,310      4,910      8,190      13,020     
DISTRIBUTION FOR TAXES -             (800)        (1,940)     (3,240)     (5,150)     
NET PROFIT (LOSS) (1,280)     2,500      2,970      4,950      7,870       

Pro Forma Income Statement Summary 
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Next revenues, costs, and total operating expenses for years 1-4 were projected based on a reasonable 

growth to reach the projected year 5 values. The operating expenses were then broken down into various 

categories. The three highest projected expenses are sales/marketing, product development, and general 

administrative. Using the projected total operating expenses in conjunction with E-bays percentage of 

operating costs, each category of  the operating costs were projected as seen above. Please refer to the 

appendices to view the pro forma balance sheet, pro forma cash flow statement, and income statements 

broken down into quarters and/or months. 

Funding Proposal 

In order to launch, Serplexus is seeking an Initial Investment of $2.6M and the company is expected to 

generate a net loss of about $1.3M in the first year. However by year 2, Serplexus is projected to generate 

a profit of $3.3M. A breakeven analysis shows that in month 23 Serplexus is expected to breakeven and in 

month 18 when operating cash flows will turn positive. Based on benchmark comparisons, Serplexus has 

high profit potential. The projected income statement shows a year 5 EBITDA of about $13M and a year 

5 Net Profit of $7.87M. These projections were based on a conservative comparison to Servicemagic and, 

as mentioned earlier; do not contain additional revenue streams such as advertising and information sales. 

The management team has invested sweat equity and is seeking funding of $2.6M with a pre-money value 

of $6M.  

The funding sought will be used to develop and promote the website. It will also pay for salaries, 

rent/utilities, and capital expenditures such as furniture and computers. Furthermore the funds will 

establish Serplexus in eight cities with an average customer base of 50,000 by year two, affording the 

company the ability to sustain itself thereafter.  After five years of operating, Serplexus will seek to be 

acquired by IAC or a similar type of company. IAC currently owns various websites including 

Servicemagic and has a history of acquiring website.  In the past two years alone, IAC has acquired Ask 

Jeeves and Lexicon, the owner of Dictionary.com. Serplexus will steal market share from Servicemagic 

and push IAC for acquisition. If you are interested in learning more about Serplexus or have any 

questions, please email Serplexus’s general manager, Larissa Duran, at lduran@email.arizona.edu or call 

her at 575.642.8886.  
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Conclusion 

Serplexus’s vision is to ultimately eliminate the gap between service demand and service supply. To 

achieve this, Serplexus strives to integrate convenience and consumer confidence into the service seeking 

process. Serplexus will achieve their goals by providing any easy, cost efficient way for service providers 

to actively seek clientele within their community. To attract service providers to the Website, Serplexus 

will employ a large direct sales marketing campaign in each city that is launched in, and community 

events will be sponsored to increase the number of service seekers.  

The dedicated management team of Serplexus intends to build the business to ultimately achieve 

EBITDA of $13.1M in year five. To achieve this level of profitability, Serplexus is seeking $2.6M of 

funds from investors. Please contact the general manager of Serplexus, Larissa Duran, at 575.642.8886 

for further information.  
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Appendix: Pro Forma Balance Sheet 

 

Serplexus
 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Projected Balance Sheet (000's)
 
ASSETS
 Current Assets
 Cash 1,300      3,800      6,700      11,500     19,300     

 Supplies -             -             -             -             -             
 Total Current Assets 1,300      3,800      6,700      11,600     19,300     
 

Property and Equipment -             100         200         300         400         
 (less accumulated depreciation) (100)        (100)        
 Net Property and Equipment -             100         100         200         300         
 
TOTAL ASSETS 1,300      3,800      6,800      11,800     19,600     

 
LIABILITIES AND
 MEMBERS' CAPITAL
 Total Liabilities -             -             -             -             -             
 
 Members' Capital
 Members' Paid-In Capital 2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      2,600      
 Undistributed Members' Earnings (1,300)     1,200      4,200      9,100      17,000     
 Less: Members' Interest Repurchas -             -             -             -             -             
 Total Members' Capital 1,300      3,800      6,800      11,800     19,600     
 
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
 MEMBERS' CAPITAL 1,300      3,800      6,800      11,800     19,600      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix: Pro Forma Income Statement 
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Serplexus
Projected Income Statement (000'S) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
 
SALES
 Gross Sales 1,290      17,860     43,250     60,620     74,040     
 Returns and Allowances
NET SALES 1,290      17,860     43,250     60,620     74,040     
 
COST OF SALES
 Transaction Fee 30           360         870         1,210      1,480      
 Server Cost 270         3,750      9,080      12,730     15,550     
TOTAL COST OF SALES 300         4,110      9,950      13,940     17,030     
 
GROSS MARGIN 1,000      13,750     33,300     46,680     57,010     
 
OPERATING EXPENSES
 Salaries and wages 410         610         1,000      1,600      2,640      
 Payroll taxes 30           50           80           120         200         
 Employee benefits 50           70           120         190         320         
 Depreciation -             10           20           30           50           
 Bad debt expense 40           540         1,300      1,820      2,220      
 Sales and Marketing 900         6,000      15,000     20,400     21,000     
 Product Development Expenses 240         360         2,340      3,600      7,260      
 General Administrative Expenses 600         2,820      7,980      8,640      9,600      
 Additional Operating Expenses -             -             560         2,080      700         

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 2,280      10,450     28,390     38,490     43,990     
 
OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
 BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXES (1,280)     3,310      4,910      8,190      13,020     
 
PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE TAXES (1,280)     3,310      4,910      8,190      13,020     
 
DISTRIBUTION FOR TAXES -             (800)        (1,940)     (3,240)     (5,150)     
 
NET PROFIT (LOSS) (1,280)     2,500      2,970      4,950      7,870       
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Appendix: Pro Forma Statement of Cash Flows 

 

Serplexus
Projected Cash Flows (000's)
 
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATIONS
 Net income (1,300)      2,500       3,000       5,000       7,900       
 Adjustments to reconcile net income
 to cash flows from operations
 Depreciation -               -               -               -               100          
   Other current assets -               -               -               -               -               
 
TOTAL CASH FLOWS FROM
 OPERATIONS (1,300)      2,500       3,000       5,000       7,900       
 
CASH FLOWS FROM  INVESTING
 ACTIVITIES
 Purchase of equipment -               -               (100)         (100)         (100)         
 
TOTAL CASH FLOWS FROM
 INVESTING ACTIVITIES -               -               (100)         (100)         (100)         

CASH FLOW BEFORE
FINANCING (1,300)      2,500       2,900       4,900       7,800       

 
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING
 ACTIVITIES -               -               -               -               -               

CASH FLOW BEFORE
MEMBERS' CONTRIBUTIONS (1,300)      2,500       2,900       4,900       7,800       

 Members' Capital Contributions 2,600       -               -               -               -               

TOTAL CASH FLOWS FROM 
 FINANCING ACTIVITIES 2,600       -               -               -               -               
 
NET CASH FLOWS 1,300       2,500       2,900       4,900       7,800       
 
CASH, BEGINNING OF PERIOD -               1,300       3,800       6,700       11,500     
 
CASH, END OF PERIOD 1,300       3,800       6,700       11,500     19,300      
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Appendix: Monthly Pro Forma Income Statement for Months 1‐6 

 

Serplexus
Projected Income Statements ($s)

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6

SALES
Gross Sales -              -              -              -              -              -              
Returns and Allowances -              -              -              -              -              -              

NET SALES -              -              -              -              -              -              

COST OF SALES
Materials -              -              -              -              -              -              
Labor -              -              -              -              -              -              
Other -              -              -              -              -              -              

TOTAL COST OF SALES -              -              -              -              -              -              

GROSS MARGIN -              -              -              -              -              -              

OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and wages 30,132    30,132    30,132    30,132    30,132    37,432    
Payroll taxes 2,305      2,305      2,305      2,305      2,305      2,864      
Employee benefits 3,616      3,616      3,616      3,616      3,616      4,492      
Depreciation -              294         294         294         294         294         
Bad debt expense -              -              -              -              -              -              
Sales and Marketing 75,000    75,000    75,000    75,000    75,000    75,000    
Product Development Expenses 20,000    20,000    20,000    20,000    20,000    20,000    
General Administrative Expense 50,000    50,000    50,000    50,000    50,000    50,000    
Additional Operating Expenses -              -              -              -              -              -              

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 181,053  181,347  181,347  181,347  181,347  190,081  

OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXES (181,053) (181,347) (181,347) (181,347) (181,347) (190,081) 

INTEREST EXPENSE -              -              -              -              -              -              

PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE TAXES (181,053) (181,347) (181,347) (181,347) (181,347) (190,081) 

DISTRIBUTION FOR TAXES -              -              -              -              -              -              

NET PROFIT (LOSS) (181,053) (181,347) (181,347) (181,347) (181,347) (190,081) 

EBITDA (181,053) (181,053) (181,053) (181,053) (181,053) (189,787)  
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Appendix: Monthly Pro Forma Income Statement for Months 7‐12 

 

Serplexus
Projected Income Statements ($s)

Month 7 8 9 10 11 12

SALES
Gross Sales 35,000    61,250    107,188  187,578  328,262  574,458  
Returns and Allowances -              -              -              -              -              -              

NET SALES 35,000    61,250    107,188  187,578  328,262  574,458  

COST OF SALES
Materials 700         1,225      2,144      3,752      6,565      11,489    
Labor -              -              -              -              -              -              
Other 7,350      12,863    22,509    39,391    68,935    120,636  

TOTAL COST OF SALES 8,050      14,088    24,653    43,143    75,500    132,125  

GROSS MARGIN 26,950    47,163    82,534    144,435  252,762  442,333  

OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and wages 37,432    37,432    37,432    37,432    37,432    37,432    
Payroll taxes 2,864      2,864      2,864      2,864      2,864      2,864      
Employee benefits 4,492      4,492      4,492      4,492      4,492      4,492      
Depreciation 341         341         341         341         341         341         
Bad debt expense 1,050      1,838      3,216      5,627      9,848      17,234    
Sales and Marketing 75,000    75,000    75,000    75,000    75,000    75,000    
Product Development Expenses 20,000    20,000    20,000    20,000    20,000    20,000    
General Administrative Expense 50,000    50,000    50,000    50,000    50,000    50,000    
Additional Operating Expenses -              -              -              -              -              -              

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 191,178  191,966  193,344  195,755  199,976  207,362  

OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXES (164,228) (144,803) (110,809) (51,320)   52,786    234,971  

INTEREST EXPENSE -              -              -              -              -              -              

PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE TAXES (164,228) (144,803) (110,809) (51,320)   52,786    234,971  

DISTRIBUTION FOR TAXES -              -              -              -              -              -              

NET PROFIT (LOSS) (164,228) (144,803) (110,809) (51,320) 52,786    234,971  

EBITDA (163,887) (144,462) (110,469) (50,980)   53,126    235,312   
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Appendix: Monthly Pro Forma Income Statement for Months 13‐18 

 

Serplexus
Projected Income Statements ($s)

Month 13 14 15 16 17 18

SALES
Gross Sales 654,882         746,566         851,085         970,237         1,106,070      1,260,920      
Returns and Allowances -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     

NET SALES 654,882         746,566         851,085         970,237         1,106,070      1,260,920      

COST OF SALES
Materials 13,098           14,931           17,022           19,405           22,121           25,218           
Labor -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
Other 137,525         156,779         178,728         203,750         232,275         264,793         

TOTAL COST OF SALES 150,623         171,710         195,750         223,154         254,396         290,012         

GROSS MARGIN 504,259         574,856         655,335         747,082         851,674         970,908         

OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and wages 47,432           47,432           47,432           47,432           47,432           47,432           
Payroll taxes 3,629             3,629             3,629             3,629             3,629             3,629             
Employee benefits 5,692             5,692             5,692             5,692             5,692             5,692             
Depreciation 341                341                341                341                341                341                
Bad debt expense 19,646           22,397           25,533           29,107           33,182           37,828           
Sales and Marketing 500,000         500,000         500,000         500,000         500,000         500,000         
Product Development Expenses 30,000           30,000           30,000           30,000           30,000           30,000           
General Administrative Expense 235,000         235,000         235,000         235,000         235,000         235,000         

-                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
-                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     

Additional Operating Expenses -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 841,739         844,490         847,626         851,200         855,275         859,921         

OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXES (337,480)        (269,634)        (192,290)        (104,118)        (3,601)            110,987         

INTEREST EXPENSE -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     

PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE TAXES (337,480)        (269,634)        (192,290)        (104,118)        (3,601)            110,987         

DISTRIBUTION FOR TAXES -                     -                     -                     -                     (38,533)          (108,923)        

NET PROFIT (LOSS) (337,480)        (269,634)      (192,290)      (104,118)      (42,135)          2,064           

EBITDA (337,140)        (269,294)        (191,950)        (103,777)        (3,261)            111,328         
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Appendix: Monthly Pro Forma Income Statement for Months 19‐24 

 

Serplexus
Projected Income Statements ($s)

Month 19 20 21 22 23 24

SALES
Gross Sales 1,437,448      1,638,691      1,868,108      2,129,643      2,427,793      2,767,684      
Returns and Allowances -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     

NET SALES 1,437,448      1,638,691      1,868,108      2,129,643      2,427,793      2,767,684      

COST OF SALES
Materials 28,749           32,774           37,362           42,593           48,556           55,354           
Labor -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
Other 301,864         344,125         392,303         447,225         509,837         581,214         

TOTAL COST OF SALES 330,613         376,899         429,665         489,818         558,392         636,567         

GROSS MARGIN 1,106,835      1,261,792      1,438,443      1,639,825      1,869,401      2,131,117      

OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and wages 53,432           53,432           53,432           53,432           53,432           53,432           
Payroll taxes 4,088             4,088             4,088             4,088             4,088             4,088             
Employee benefits 6,412             6,412             6,412             6,412             6,412             6,412             
Depreciation 650                650                650                650                650                650                
Bad debt expense 43,123           49,161           56,043           63,889           72,834           83,031           
Sales and Marketing 500,000         500,000         500,000         500,000         500,000         500,000         
Product Development Expenses 30,000           30,000           30,000           30,000           30,000           30,000           
General Administrative Expense 235,000         235,000         235,000         235,000         235,000         235,000         

-                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
-                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     

Additional Operating Expenses -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 872,705         878,742         885,624         893,470         902,415         912,612         

OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXES 234,131         383,050         552,819         746,355         966,986         1,218,505      

INTEREST EXPENSE -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     

PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE TAXES 234,131         383,050         552,819         746,355         966,986         1,218,505      

DISTRIBUTION FOR TAXES (108,923)        (108,923)        (108,923)        (108,923)        (108,923)        (108,923)        

NET PROFIT (LOSS) 125,208         274,127       443,896       637,432       858,063         1,109,582    

EBITDA 234,780         383,700         553,468         747,004         967,635         1,219,155       
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Appendix Quarterly Pro Forma Income Statement for Year 3 

 

Serplexus
Projected Income Statements ($s)

Year 3
Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Total % Sales

SALES
Gross Sales 8,985,186   10,107,113 11,369,127 12,788,722 43,250,149 100.0%

NET SALES 8,985,186   10,107,113 11,369,127 12,788,722 43,250,149 100.0%

COST OF SALES
Transaction Fee 179,704      202,142      227,383      255,774      865,003      2.0%
Server Cost 1,886,889   2,122,494   2,387,517   2,685,632   9,082,531   21.0%

TOTAL COST OF SALES 2,066,593   2,324,636   2,614,899   2,941,406   9,947,534   23.0%

GROSS MARGIN 6,918,594   7,782,477   8,754,228   9,847,316   33,302,614 77.0%

OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and wages 239,726      245,726      257,726      261,726      1,004,903   2.3%
Payroll taxes 18,339        18,798        19,716        20,022        76,875        0.2%
Employee benefits 28,767        29,487        30,927        31,407        120,588      0.3%
Depreciation 3,076          3,076          5,039          5,039          16,230        0.0%
Bad debt expense 269,556      303,213      341,074      383,662      1,297,504   3.0%
Sales and Marketing 3,750,000   3,750,000   3,750,000   3,750,000   15,000,000 34.7%
Product Development Expenses 585,000      585,000      585,000      585,000      2,340,000   5.4%
General Administrative Expenses 1,995,000   1,995,000   1,995,000   1,995,000   7,980,000   18.5%
Additional Operating Expenses 102,000      102,000      102,000      252,000      558,000      1.3%

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 6,991,464   7,032,300   7,086,482   7,283,856   28,394,101 65.7%

OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXES (72,870)       750,176      1,667,746   2,563,460   4,908,513   11.3%

INTEREST EXPENSE -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  0.0%

PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE TAXES (72,870)       750,176      1,667,746   2,563,460   4,908,513   11.3%

DISTRIBUTION FOR TAXES (485,207)     (485,207)     (485,207)     (485,207)     (1,940,826)  -4.5%

NET PROFIT (LOSS) (558,077)     264,970    1,182,540 2,078,254 2,967,687  6.9%  
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Appendix Quarterly Pro Forma Income Statement for Year 4 

 

Serplexus
Projected Income Statements ($s)

Year 4
Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Total % Sales

SALES
Gross Sales 13,832,317 14,678,966 15,577,436 16,530,900 60,619,618 100.0%

NET SALES 13,832,317 14,678,966 15,577,436 16,530,900 60,619,618 100.0%

COST OF SALES
Transaction Fee 276,646      293,579      311,549      330,618      1,212,392   2.0%
Server Cost 2,904,787   3,082,583   3,271,262   3,471,489   12,730,120 21.0%

TOTAL COST OF SALES 3,181,433   3,376,162   3,582,810   3,802,107   13,942,512 23.0%

GROSS MARGIN 10,650,884 11,302,804 11,994,626 12,728,793 46,677,106 77.0%

OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and wages 393,084      393,084      400,084      414,084      1,600,337   2.6%
Payroll taxes 30,071        30,071        30,606        31,677        122,426      0.2%
Employee benefits 47,170        47,170        48,010        49,690        192,040      0.3%
Depreciation 7,027          7,027          9,493          9,493          33,039        0.1%
Bad debt expense 414,970      440,369      467,323      495,927      1,818,589   3.0%
Sales and Marketing 5,100,000   5,100,000   5,100,000   5,100,000   20,400,000 33.7%
Product Development Expenses 900,000      900,000      900,000      900,000      3,600,000   5.9%
General Administrative Expenses 2,160,000   2,160,000   2,160,000   2,160,000   8,640,000   14.3%
Additional Operating Expenses 552,000      552,000      552,000      426,000      2,082,000   3.4%

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 9,604,322   9,629,721   9,667,516   9,586,871   38,488,430 63.5%

OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXES 1,046,563   1,673,083   2,327,109   3,141,921   8,188,676   13.5%

INTEREST EXPENSE -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  0.0%

PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE TAXES 1,046,563   1,673,083   2,327,109   3,141,921   8,188,676   13.5%

DISTRIBUTION FOR TAXES (809,451)     (809,451)     (809,451)     (809,451)     (3,237,802)  -5.3%

NET PROFIT (LOSS) 237,112     863,632    1,517,659 2,332,471 4,950,873  8.2%  
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Appendix Quarterly Pro Forma Income Statement for Year 5 

 

Serplexus
Projected Income Statements ($s)

Yea
Qtr 1 Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Total % Sales

SALES
Gross Sales 17,345,682 18,100,223 18,888,085 19,710,756 74,044,745 100.0%

NET SALES 17,345,682 18,100,223 18,888,085 19,710,756 74,044,745 100.0%

COST OF SALES
Transaction Fee 346,914      362,004      377,762      394,215      1,480,895   2.0%
Server Cost 3,642,593   3,801,047   3,966,498   4,139,259   15,549,397 21.0%

TOTAL COST OF SALES 3,989,507   4,163,051   4,344,260   4,533,474   17,030,291 23.0%

GROSS MARGIN 13,356,175 13,937,171 14,543,825 15,177,282 57,014,454 77.0%

OPERATING EXPENSES
Salaries and wages 642,698      666,698      666,698      666,698      2,642,793   3.6%
Payroll taxes 49,166        51,002        51,002        51,002        202,174      0.3%
Employee benefits 77,124        80,004        80,004        80,004        317,135      0.4%
Depreciation 11,968        11,968        14,943        14,943        53,823        0.1%
Bad debt expense 520,370      543,007      566,643      591,323      2,221,342   3.0%
Sales and Marketing 5,250,000   5,250,000   5,250,000   5,250,000   21,000,000 28.4%
Product Development Expenses 1,815,000   1,815,000   1,815,000   1,815,000   7,260,000   9.8%
General Administrative Expenses 2,400,000   2,400,000   2,400,000   2,400,000   9,600,000   13.0%
Additional Operating Expenses 174,000      174,000      174,000      174,000      696,000      0.9%

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 10,940,327 10,991,679 11,018,290 11,042,970 43,993,267 59.4%

OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXES 2,415,848   2,945,492   3,525,535   4,134,312   13,021,187 17.6%

INTEREST EXPENSE -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  0.0%

PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE TAXES 2,415,848   2,945,492   3,525,535   4,134,312   13,021,187 17.6%

DISTRIBUTION FOR TAXES (1,287,144)  (1,287,144)  (1,287,144)  (1,287,144)  (5,148,577)  -7.0%

NET PROFIT (LOSS) 1,128,704   1,658,348 2,238,391 2,847,167 7,872,610  10.6%

Year 5
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Depth Interview with 50 year old male in Tucson, AZ 

 
Q: Who initiates the purchasing decisions for service repairs in your household? 
 
A: Myself (Father/Husband) 
 
Q: Where do you look to find help for the household repairs? 
 
A: First, we ask friends/family if they know anyone who is credible. Then, we try the 
Yellowpages, Google Searches and call up whoever we find 
 
 
Q: Do you and/or your spouse use online review sites for any product/service purchasing 
decisions? 
 
A: Yes, primarily for electronics reviews.  
 
 
Q: Would you use a free website where you could submit a request for a job and have local 
contractors and small businesses contact you with price quotes? Each service provider would 
have feedback ratings provided from past customer experiences. 
 
A: I would except that I work in Real Estate and I know all the good local service providers. It’s 
a good idea and I think the people who would use would be those who are less handy and/or new 
to the area. 
 
 
Q: What would be your major concern with using a site like this? 
 
A: I’d be concerned with the situations that would arise when a service provider does not do a 
good job. How do you handle that?  
 
 
Q:  Would you hire an unlicensed contractor off the website? 
 
A: If I had the need to use the site in the first place, I would hire an unlicensed contractor for a 
smaller job such as plumbing, but would definitely make sure a contractor is licensed or credible 
for larger jobs.  
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Depth Interview with 43 year old female in Tucson, AZ 
 
 
Q: Who initiates the purchasing decisions for service repairs in your household? 
 
A: Myself (Female) 
 
 
Q: Where do you look to find help for the household repairs? 
 
A: We try asking if someone knows of a good repairman. If not, we’ll try the internet and search 
on Google.  
 
 
Q: Do you and/or your spouse use online review sites for any product/service purchasing 
decisions? 
 
A: Yes, primarily for health-related products 
 
 
Q: Would you use a free website where you could submit a request for a job and have local 
contractors and small businesses contact you with price quotes? Each service provider would 
have feedback ratings provided from past customer experiences. Why or why not? 
 
A: Yes, because calling up multiple bidders and getting multiple quotes is inconvenient. There 
seems to be a lot of politics with calling for quotes because they are going to try and rip you off 
if they think you are not knowledgeable on the type of repair requested. I like the concept of 
“plugging in your problem and out comes a solution”.  
 
 
Q: What would be your major concern with using a site like this? 
 
A: Well, whether it’s a business or a freelancer, I would not know the person at all. So, I’d have 
an issue with an unrated contractor on the site. Also, the concept is still brand new, so I’d wonder 
how others would react to it.  
 
 
Q:  Would you hire an unlicensed contractor off the website? 
 
A: Generally, I’d think not unless I knew the person or he/she had a reputation for being really 
good.  
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Depth Interview with 54 year old male in Tucson, AZ 
 
Q: Who initiates the purchasing decisions for service repairs in your household? 
 
A: Myself (Male) 
 
 
Q: Where do you look to find help for the household repairs? 
 
A: First, I try to look online to see if I can fix the problem myself. If not, I’ll ask someone I know 
if they know of a good contractor or repair service. If not, I’ll look in the pennysaver and call the 
plumber/repairman.  
 
 
Q: Do you and/or your spouse use online review sites for any product/service purchasing 
decisions? 
 
A: Yes, primarily for health-related products 
 
Q: Would you use a free website where you could submit a request for a job and have local 
contractors and small businesses contact you with price quotes? Each service provider would 
have feedback ratings provided from past customer experiences. Why or why not? 
 
A: Yes, going online would be more efficient. I’d like to get bids on a price range. I also like it 
because unlike calling them, they already know the problem before you make initial contact with 
them. It’s annoying to tell 10 different plumbers the same problem over and over again. I like the 
concept of feedback so you can be sure you are getting quality service. I would like to see a 
profile, so there is little or no need to talk.  
 
 
Q: What would be your major concern with using a site like this? 
 
A: Well, I’d be security conscious with an unlicensed contractor or new user on the site. I’d be 
sure to have somebody else home with me. Also, I wonder about the elderly and how they would 
be secure when making these transactions online.  
 
Q:  Would you hire an unlicensed contractor off the website? 
 
A: Maybe for small odd jobs. I would much rather hire a business because they have an 
established brand and are certified. For bigger jobs, I’d not only want a licensed business to take 
care of it, but I’d want a 30-day money-back guarantee in case any problems were to arise.  
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Interview on October 3, 2009 at 9:15 with a technician from Ambiant Air Heating 
and Cooling. 
 
Q: What are the 5 most common household “calls” that you receive? Any pricing info? 
A: Most common calls are for 

 Dirty filters 

 Running water 

 Bad capacitator 

 Duct work leaking 

 Bad compressor 

Q: Are some service calls more profitable than others 
A: 

 A: Bad fuse has the 

highest profit margin, costs $0.05, charge $50. 

 But they make more 

on a bad compressor even though the profit margin is 40‐50% just because of the size of the job. 

Q: For each “call”, how much information is needed to give an accurate quote? 
A:       You actually have to go out to the site to assess the situation for two reasons 

 One, you can’t rely 

on the words of the customer; they do not have the knowledge to assess what is needed. There 

may be other problems that the customer cannot see/or will know about.  

 Going out to the 

customers’ home is also a sales pitch. They usually want to install a cheap unit that they found 

at Home Depot, but by going out there, you can convince them to spend $5,000 to $6,000 more.   

Q: Would you perform freelance work if you could easily find customers? If so, why? If 
not, why not? 
A:  

 I actually do a lot of 

side work, and as long as the company doesn’t think that we are stealing customers, then it 

doesn’t really matter. I work for a good company. 

Q: What is your typical customer like, when you perform freelance work? 
A: 

 Most are retired 

people from Sattlebrook that are purchasing $10‐$15 thousand dollar units. They just usually 

have the time to oversee everything.   

Q: Are people sometimes reluctant to use freelancers? 
A:  Being licensed and bonded really does matter to a lot of customers. It is very important to 
them. Some of the older people who hire outside of the company have the time to look into 
people, thoroughly check the ID since they are paying you so much money.  
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Q: Are any of the jobs dangerous?  
A: Yes, about 50% of the jobs are dangerous. The degree of danger is relative. It varies.  
 
 
 
Q: Would you use a site like this to make extra income? If so, why? If so, why not? 
A: 

 Yeah, I would. If it 

would help me to get more customers.  

Q:  Thinking back to the 10 most common “house calls”, would seeing picture and/or video 
be sufficient enough to make an accurate bid on a job? If not, what would they need to 
make a more accurate bid? 
 
A:  No, you actually need to go out to the site. 
 
Q: Do they think this is something a customer would use over going to a traditional brick & 
mortar store? 
A: Maybe if they could get better deals, and have the time to deal with it.  
 

INTERVIEW WITH LANDSCAPER ON OCT 6, 2009 AT 6:15 PM 
 
Q: What are the 5 most common household “calls” that you receive?  
A: 

 Most common are 

cleaning the grounds and if something unexpected happens, then have to clean it, if nothing 

unexpected 

o Pruning/trimming 

the trees and bushes 

o Mowing the grass 

o Blowing the 

grounds with a blower to blow away debris, and pick it up and throw it away. 

o Some do not have 

irrigation system so water plants and water hose. 

Q: How does commercial differ from housing? 
A: 

 Commercial do not 

have as many plants, shrubbery, trees. 

o On house can have 

grass, flowers to maintain different shrubs, and makes it more time consuming or 

difficult 
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o Houses have ponds 

also that must be maintained. 

o Have as little as 

possible since need to maximize parking.  

o Wide open for 

cleaning. Before they open, no cars. 

 Go about twice a 

week to keep them up.  

o How many places 

do you clean: Total of 11: 

 Of 11, only one 

yard. 

 FedEx & 2 Small 

Office Complexes 

 

 Q:  How did you 

initially attract these commercial clients 

A: Went to work for a company that maintained commercial properties, and they, it’s a 

company that rents out space for owners. They also have houses, houses for rent, houses and 

businesses. I worked for them cleaning the grounds. Owner would only pay me the minimum 

wage, and wouldn’t take care of his business, and the crews would go out and clean, would not 

check the work that was being done and they would do a poor job. Were getting a lot of 

complaints, and he went under, but the people liked how I cleaned, so I started working for 

those clients directly.  

o I can charge less 

than others because I do not have overhead, I do not have to pay the same payroll 

expenses. Most of the time the companies are bonded, and I am not. I just go and do 

the job and I can keep most of what I make.  

 
Q: For each “call”, how much information is needed to give an accurate quote? 
 
A: House: would need a pic of the back of the house, and the sides because there are sometimes 
hedges, depends on trees, bushes, grass, swimming pool. 

 Commercial: need a 

few pictures too. Would have to know the length of the property, since you might not be able to 

tell from the pictures.  

 
Q: Are any of the jobs dangerous?  
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A: once stepped on a nettle when I was working and I ended up getting an infection. Out for a 
few weeks because I couldn’t do the work, if I had been working for someone else, I could have 
just asked for time off, but since I had the responsibility I had to start working before I was ready 
to begin. 
 
{After having described the Serplexus site in detail, the question asked was:} 
 
Q: Would you use a site like this to make extra income? If so, why? If so, why not? 
A: 

 No, I really don’t 

use the Internet that much. I don’t trust it. 

Q: Do you think your colleagues/other landscapers workers would use this site? Why or 
why not? 
A: 

 Yeah, if they needed 

work 

Q: Do they think this is something a customer would use over going to a traditional brick & 
mortar store? 
A: 

 If they could get it 

for a cheaper rate. 

 
 

 

 

Service Magic 

 

Biggest Strength:  Very established brand owned by its parent‐company, IAC, which has a wide‐

array of industry experts on staff along with millions of dollars in investment money.   

Biggest Weakness:   Flawed business model that has many recorded complaints with the Business 

Bureau. Rather than allowing the service seeker to pick the service provider that best fits their 

needs, Service Magic assumes the role of matchmaker.  
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Biggest Opportunity: If Service Magic can find a way to change its business model along with re‐

branding itself, then they will continue to be the industry leader. 

Biggest Threat:  With so many customer service issues, their brand equity is quickly losing value. 

 

Red Beacon 

 

Biggest Strength: Owners are Ex‐Google employees with plenty of relevant experience. They also 

have a large amount of capital at their disposal. 

Biggest Weakness:  Flawed revenue model that charges “Service Providers” a 10% per transaction 

fee. Due to a 10% reduction in the Service Provider’s’ profit margins, there has been plenty of 

incentive for small businesses to either raise their price by 10% or completely forego the website. 

Biggest Opportunity: Since Red Beacon is still a small company, they maintain a level of versatility 

which may allow them to change their business model before they tarnish their brand equity. 

Biggest Threat:   The owners may need to seek another round of investment to fix their flawed 

business model. Investors may not be favorable to another large investment.  

 
 
 

Number of Establishments per NAICS Industry 
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Daniel Zupnick 
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1732 E. Linden Street 
Tucson, AZ 85719 
Cell 520-440-2976   

Email DZupnick@email.arizona.edu 

 
EDUCATION 
 Senior Undergraduate Student, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration 

The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 
Eller College of Management 
Honors College 
Majors: Finance, Entrepreneurship  
GPA: Cumulative 3.94 
Relevant coursework: Intermediate Financial Accounting, Corporate Financial Problems, 
Business Communications, Business Problem Solving and Analysis, Entrepreneurial Finance, 
Applied Portfolio Management (Microsoft Office Excel Specialist Certification and Bloomberg 
Product Certification) 

EXPERIENCE 
Phoenix Community Kollel, Phoenix, AZ, May 2009 – August 2009 
Administrator/Bookkeeper 

 Managed accounts in the aggregate amount of $50,000 using QuickBooks 
 Paid employee salaries and associated taxes 
 Made deposits, created invoices, and wrote/delivered rent collection letters 

Beach Fleischman & Co., P.C., Tucson, AZ, January 2009-April 2009 
Tax Assistant 

 Organized and Scanned Tax Returns for Preparation 
 Audited and reconciled files to track continuing education of employees 
 Assembled and mailed Invoices to clients 

Sabra Bistro, Tucson, AZ, June 2008 – December 2008  
             Head Server/Trainer 

 Managed, trained, and created the weekly schedule for serving staff 
 Implemented a customer feedback system using comment cards 
 Provided excellent customer service in a team environment 

LEADERSHIP ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
B’nai B’rith Youth Organization 

 Regional Vice President 
o Organized a three-day Regional event for over 150 participants 
o Created a handbook for chapter vice presidents to aid them in their duties 

 Chapter President 
o Conducted board meetings using parliamentary procedure 
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o Oversaw and directed the planning and implementation of board functions 
AWARDS 

 Wildcat Excellence Award, scholarship for academic excellence, 2005-present 
Dean’s List, Fall ’08, Spring ’08 and with distinction Spring ’07 and ’06 
Honorable Mention, Spring ’09, Fall ’06 and ’05 
Henry E. Dahlberg Scholarship, awarded for academic excellence in Finance, Fall 2008, 
Dr. Tom Moses Memorial Scholarship, awarded for academic excellence in Finance, Fall 2008 
Glenn W. Strickler Scholarship, awarded for academic excellence in Finance, Fall 2008 

ACTIVITIES 
 Cohort Advisory Board, granted for showing initiative, Spring 2008 

Yeshivat Darche Noam, school of Judaic studies, Fall 2007 
Maimonides Leaders Fellowship, granted for leadership skills and personal responsibility, Spring 
2006 
 

 

Larissa N. Duran 
620 W. Redondo Dr.  
Tucson, AZ 85712 

lduran@email.arizona.edu 
575.642.8886 

  

 
EDUCATION 
 The University of Arizona Eller College of Management; Honors College, Tucson, AZ 

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, May 2010 
Majors: Accounting and Entrepreneurship; Minor: Spanish 
GPA: Cumulative 4.0 
 

EXPERIENCE 
 Law Offices of Albert Duran, Jr., Las Cruces, New Mexico                Summer 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009   

Executive Assistant  
• Communicated with court employees face to face, via email, and by phone to determine the status of 
       pending cases and to resolve scheduling conflicts.   
• Developed a new motion filing system that increased efficiency and organization. 
• Researched recent State and Federal Court Rulings using LexisNexis to determine if any rulings  
        created legal issues that were applicable to current cases.  
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• Analyzed office supply purchasing strategies, and by switching suppliers, reduced monthly  
       supply expenses by nine percent.   
• Translated legal documents written in English to Spanish-speaking clientele.  
• Compiled preliminary financial data using QuickBooks before sending the compilation  
        to the accountant.  
 
Tucson Metropolitan Ministry Children's Village, Tucson, Arizona       08/08-05/09   
Mentor 
 • Helped children develop short-term goals that will aid in achieving long-term goals.   
 • Provided emotional support for children that were removed from their home environment.  
 

AWARDS 
Dean's List with Distinction, Six Semesters, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 
National Hispanic Scholarship, 2006 - 2010, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 
IMA’s Valley of the Sun Chapter Scholarship, 2009, Institute of Management Accountants, Phoenix, Arizona 
Jeffrey Owen Underwood Entrepreneurial Scholarship, 2009, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 
 

SKILLS 
Proficient in Spanish 
Excel Specialist Certification, December 2006  
Proficient in Microsoft Project 

 

Tristan C. White 
710 N Dodge Blvd, Tucson, AZ 85716  

623-670-0385 
tcw@email.arizona.edu 

 

Experience 
 

Sauce 
Tucson, AZ          Dec-07 to present 
 

Server    25 to 35 hours/week 
Extensive cash handling skills in a high speed environment 
Excellent customer service to provide the guest with the most pleasant dining environment 
Maintained the cleanliness of the restaurant 

Bank of America 
Phoenix, AZ May-06 to Aug-07  

Fraud Service Analyst II 35 hours/week 
Promoted two times, each included pay raises greater than 10% 
Began in customer service – resolved customers questions in a prompt and efficient manner 
Promoted to Fraud Analyst I July-06 and Fraud Analyst II Feb-07 
One of 30 people allowed access to High Value accounts for fraud purposes 
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Given authority to authorize transactions up to $100,000.00 
Spoke directly with merchants, law enforcement, customers and bank associates to minimize financial 
loss to the bank 
Deciphered factual from fictional information to save the bank and the customer money 
Extensive knowledge of Fraud procedures and situations 

Discover Card Services 
Phoenix, AZ July-05 to May-06  

Inbound/Outbound Sales 35 hours/week 
Transferred balances between banks, $15,000 to $30,000 an hour 
Fast paced sales with exceptional customer service 
Gained knowledge of bank procedures and operations   

Education 
 

University of Arizona - McGuire Center for Entrepreneurship Aug –09 to Present 
Major – Entrepreneurship  
 
University of Arizona Aug –07 to Present 
Major - Economics 
 
 

Entrepreneurship Student Association Jan-08 to Dec-08 
Fundraising Chair 
Raised money to provide food, shirts and trips for the club   
President Jan-09 to Present 
Organize meeting schedules and topics 
Communicate with committee chairs to ensure smooth functioning of association activities 
Network with corporations to provide opportunities for association members 
Enhance the image and brand of the Entrepreneurship Student Association 
 

Kevin Akat 
1201 North Park Avenue Apt # 3212, Tucson, AZ 85719 

(520) 289-9499 

Kevina1@email.arizona.edu 
 

Education B.S. Degree in Business Administration (in progress) 
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 
 

 3.4 GPA 
 Majoring in Marketing, Business Management and Entrepreneurship 

 

Work/Business 
Experience 

Business Owner: K & K Tutoring Enterprise 
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 
 

 Hire upper-division business students to tutor lower division business students 
 Create study guides/handbooks for students 
 Generated $15,000 in Revenue during first 7 months of operations 

 

Jan 2008 – May 
2009 

Aug 2006‐ Present
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Marketing Intern for Toyota 
Palmerston North, New Zealand                                                                                  
 

 Worked on various marketing projects as requested 
 Coordinated advertising materials to dealers nationwide 
 Weighed in on possible sponsorship opportunities 
 Shadowed during formal business meetings 
 Helped other marketing team members with day to day operations 

 
Placed 2nd in Nationwide AMA  Kodak Case Competition  
University of Arizona, Tucson AZ                                                                               
 

 Won a trip to New Orleans and Presented in front of Kodak Executives  
 Researched secondary data about trends and target markets relevant to Kodak Gallery’s 

current situation in the online print & photo and merchandising industry 
 Preformed Qualitative and Quantitative research on current and possible target markets 

for Kodak Gallery 
 Wrote a proposed marketing plan for Kodak Gallery with 5 other team members 

 
  

  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

June 2008 – Aug 
2008 

Aug 2008 – March 
2009 

Jan 2007 – Oct 2007

           Co‐founded the Entrepreneurship Student Association 

                                        University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ                                                                      

 

 Served as Co‐president for 1 year on ESA’s executive board 

 80+ members in each of the first 2 semesters of organization’s existence 

 Facilitated weekly and bi‐weekly meetings  

 Coordinated and planned various social, fundraising and philanthropic events 

 Created structure of club and other executive board positions 

 Set traditional standards for future leaders of the club to follow 
 

                                         Co‐founded Phi Sigma Pi National Honors Fraternity 

                                         University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 

 One of the 10 original founding members 

 30+ members in second semester of existence 

 Facilitated weekly scholarship committee meetings 

 Coordinated and planned scholarship events for the fraternity to partake in 
 

 

Leadership  

Experience 

Jan 2008– Present



Daniel Zupnick 
March 18, 2010 

 
Honors Research Project: Alternate Value Analysis 

 
 Serplexus is a web-based company that seeks to match skilled workers (referred 

to as “service providers”) with homeowners who need their services for 

repairing/renovating their homes (referred to as “service seekers”). The website will 

improve the process through which these two parties find each other and will effectively 

pursue an end result that will decrease the level of frictional unemployment. Currently, 

there are many processes through which these two parties find each other. For Service 

providers the most prominent method for reaching customers in the industry is through 

yellow page advertising. Currently, service seekers have to make direct calls to qualify 

service providers that they find in the yellow pages or through internet searches. Other 

prominent processes include websites like Craigslist, Angie’s List, and Redbeacon. 

Craiglist and Angie’s List still require direct phone calls from the service seeker and do 

not offer the service provider an opportunity to actively seek out projects. Redbeacon is a 

new website that seeks to provide the same service as Serplexus; however it is currently 

only located in the San Francisco area. 

On the one hand, Serplexus seeks to invigorate the search seeking process by 

infusing within the process customer reviews, price discrimination, and convenience for 

service seekers. On the other hand, the service providers will be offered the opportunity 

to actively offer their talents for a low monthly subscription fee, improving their exposure 

to customers and ultimately increasing their revenue.  This process has worked extremely 

well for product transaction on websites like E-bay, and has yet to be applied to the 

services market on a large scale. In its early years, Serplexus will use this process to 



connect customers for home repair and renovation. After the company expands 

nationwide, management will look to expand the website to reach other types of service 

providers such as lawyers, accountants, financial planners, etc.   

This process innovation will create alternate value primarily realized as 

experiential value to both end users. The service seekers will find experiential value in 

the time they save looking for service providers. The process will save the service seeker 

time primarily in two ways. Instead of describing their needs to many service providers 

before being able to qualify them, the service seeker will be able to save time by 

describing their needs one time, online. Additionally, part of the current search process 

necessitates that the service seeker must wait for the service providers to physically visit 

the project site in order to receive a quote. The goal of the website is to create enough 

detail in the job posting that most service providers will be able to create that quote 

without physically visiting the site.  This will save the service provider a great deal of 

time waiting for service providers he may not choose to complete the project.  

 Similarly service providers will save time through the ability to bid on projects 

from a remote location.  Serplexus’s website will be developed to improve the 

information given to service providers. The website will ask the most relevant questions 

and will allow service seekers to post pictures and videos for the projects they need 

completed. As a result, service providers will be able to offer a more accurate quote 

without devoting extra time to an onsite inspection. The experiential value of time saved 

would be difficult to compare to a benchmark, however the website can be developed to 

measure the average amount of time both the service providers and service seekers spend 



involved in this new process. This could then be analyzed to determine ways in which the 

websites can be altered to save both parties more time. 

Additionally, secondary benefits of the venture include social and ecological 

value that will be created as a byproduct of the new process and as part of the marketing 

plans proposed by management. As mentioned above, service providers will be able 

quote job prices without necessarily viewing the project onsite. Although the amount of 

ecological benefit would be hard to quantify, there would clearly be a reduction in 

transportation creating some level of environmental value.  

Another secondary benefit of the venture will be social value created as part of 

Serplexus’s marketing campaign. In order to generate brand recognition, the management 

team plans to create community building projects. For example, Serplexus will donate 

money to renovate a community building or build new playground equipment. Service 

providers will sign up on the website to work on the project and will be paid by 

Serplexus. As a result, the community will learn about Serplexus and a number of service 

providers will create profiles on the website. The management currently plans to donate 

$200,000 as part of this marketing campaign for the first two years. This value can be 

classified as a social value which will continue to grow as the company expands. 

In opposition to the benefits mentioned thus far, Serplexus will unfortunately 

create some trade-offs in experiential value. The most notable trade-off for the service 

seeker is the extra time they will need to spend creating the job posting. Although posting 

the job description online should save them time as explained above, the extra detail 

necessary for posting the job will take extra time. However, the amount of time spent 



creating the posting should be negligible in comparison to the amount of time saved in 

the overall search process.  

Similarly, the service providers will also have to spend extra time sorting through 

job postings online. In the current process, service seekers come to service providers 

when they have a problem. Serplexus’s process seeks to create a demand driven model 

where the service providers seek out those who need their services. This will put extra 

strain on service provider time. However, Serplexus is planning on creating alert systems 

and filter processes in order to minimize this time for the service providers. The amount 

of time service providers will have to spend qualifying job postings should be minimal in 

comparison to the amount of time they spend involved in the current process of quoting 

prices. In the end, when viewing the experiential trade-offs for both parties the website 

will be able to outweigh the amount time lost with the amount of time saved. 

To capture any relevant experiential value created by the venture, the new process 

will need to be compared to that of industry and technology benchmarks. The primary 

industry benchmark is the yellow pages. This advertising medium is the most widely used 

by service providers and is the most common tool used by service seekers. Unfortunately, 

there is no way to accurately determine the amount of time that is spent utilizing this 

current process. Each project is different and each industry entails a different amount of 

research for the service seeker. However, as mentioned above, Serplexus will seek to 

track service seeking times through the website, and alter the website accordingly to 

maximize time efficiency for the parties involved. 

In terms of a technology benchmark, Redbeacon would be the best company to 

compare to Serplexus. Redbeacon employs the same search process; however it is a new 



company and is currently only located in the San Francisco Bay area. As a result the only 

alternate value created by Serplexus is the experiential benefit to the service providers 

and seekers in the locations that the company expands to before Redbeacon. Therefore as 

Redbeacon and Serplexus expand nationwide, the alternate value created by one company 

or the other essentially goes to zero.  However, the markets that Serplexus reaches first 

will have experiential benefits that they would not have until Redbeacon expands into 

their region.  

Although Redbeacon has already instituted the process which will be adapted by 

Serplexus, Redbeacon is a new company and the process is still in the introduction phase 

of the product diffusion curve. In terms of the geographic location of the new service 

seeking process, it has only been instituted in the San Francisco Bay area. Therefore if 

Serplexus launches in June as projected, the process being instituted will be in the 

introductory phase of its acceptance in the Phoenix area. Thus the venture can be “viewed 

as […one of the true experiential] leaders and innovators” (Geyer 2009).  

In sum, Serplexus seeks to be an online matchmaker between service seekers and 

service providers. The venture will change the current service seeking process by 

instituting a venue through which service seekers will be able to utilize, price 

discrimination, customer feedback ratings, and a high level of search convenience.  The 

new venture will primarily create experiential value for service seekers and service 

providers in terms of saved time. In comparison to Redbeacon, Serplexus will be 

available in some regions before Redbeacon, thus creating value in those areas. The 

venture will also create ecological benefits from lowering service provider transportation 

levels. Finally, the company will generate social value of $200,000 in its first two years 



through an advertising campaign. Serplexus will be instituting a process in the 

introductory phase and can be considered a leader and innovator in terms of the 

experiential value that will be created within the regions it will operate. Overall, 

Serplexus will generate a higher level of primary benefits than alternate costs. The 

alternate value created by Serplexus includes social, experiential, and ecological, while 

the trade-offs are solely experiential. Furthermore the experiential benefits outweigh the 

social costs. Therefore from the standpoint of alternate value creation, Serplexus will 

ultimately create more value in all three categories than the trade-offs associated with the 

venture. 
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